FROM BOLLINGTON TO ZANZIBAR

BY
Graham Hibbert

INTRODUCTION
I have had an interesting and sometimes exciting career that took me all over the
world and during which I was privileged to meet a number of famous people, The
first celebrity I met was before this story begins, when at the age of nine I was paid
half a crown (2/6) to ride a scooter down Bowden Street in Macclesfield while a very
young Sir John Mills cycled past during the making of the film ‘So well
Remembered.’
When I became a fireman it was Elsie and the children who would be left at home, or
in the recreation ground, church, pub or in the car just as we were about to go out,
as I responded to my fire bleeper. I would disappear for ten minutes or all day. Elsie
was left alone to worry – something that I did not appreciate at the time.
When other families would plan a day out or a school event I would have to make
excuses. Sometime during the day I would be grumpy or I would have to go to bed
having been up all night on a fire call.
Later when I was away overseas Elsie would be left on her own again, but later she
would travel with me, both in the UK and at overseas business events. These
included memorable St John’s Ambulance ‘blessings’ at both of the Liverpool
Cathedrals and at Hereford Cathedral, a wedding in Hong Kong, and what is Elsie’s
most treasured memory, a meeting with Her Majesty the Queen at Balmoral Castle.
Without Elsie’s love and support, I would never have been able to lead such an
extra-ordinary life.
Ninety-nine percent of the events in this book are true and are told as best as I
remember them, although I cannot guarantee that all the locations and names are
correctly spelt.
Graham Hibbert 2006

CHAPTER 1
CONSCRIPTION
Although I was not aware of it at the time, one of the most sought after postings in
the British Army was the trooping pool based at Netley Hospital, Southampton. This
provided the permanent military staff to the chartered troopships that operated out of
Southampton and Harwich. The chances of such a posting was by today’s
standards equivalent to winning the lottery.
THE MEDICAL
Young factory apprentices in the 1950s had four priorities; dancing, sex, how to fail
the National Service entrance medical and obtaining the City and Guilds certificate –
but not necessarily in that order. How to avoid National Service was always first on
the list and sex for the most part, in those days, was just wishful thinking.
It wasn’t the thought that you could be sent to a terrorist war area, like Malaya or
Cyprus, Aden or Northern Ireland, although it is often forgotten that many national
servicemen lost their lives on active service. No, it was the thought of leaving a cosy
and pleasant home life for the army at £3 a week, just when you had come onto full
pay of £25 a week with overtime.
Dancing dominated life outside work with bands like those of Eric Dellaney, Ivy
Benson and Johnny Dankworth – with a young singer called Cleo Lane. ‘Big bands’
often performed within reach of Macclesfield on a Saturday night. Favourite venues
were the Sale Locarno, Trentham Gardens and the Buxton Pavilion, with entry for
the top bands at around three shillings and six pence. We would think nothing of
making the four journey to Blackpool on a Saturday night (no M6 then) to dance in
the Tower Ballroom.
Closer to home we had the Ell Rio club in Macclesfield where I saw the Beatles for
two shillings; Ma Eaton’s and the Regal Ballroom Alderley Edge, where I met my
wife, were also local favourites. In Bollington we had something very special, Rhoda
Dawson’s, where we spent many happy hours. Rhoda’s had one of the finest dance
floors in the north of England and was busy seven nights a week. Bollington was so
popular on a Friday and Saturday nights in the 50s and 60s that extra night buses
were laid on.
The late fifties and early sixties were a wonderful time to be young, it was the age of
stockings, suspenders, miniskirts, rock and roll and the mini. Drugs were virtually
unheard of, we drank Watneys Red Barrel (it was awful) and teenagers actually paid
for dancing lessons. The English language had yet to be contaminated by American
slang, to be gay was to be happy, a ‘good screw’ was made of brass by GKN
Nettlefold and photographs in adult magazines had all the interesting bits blanked
out.
Dancing was the key to getting girls. The question ‘Do you come here often.’ ‘Can I
see you home’ (with the hope that they did not live 5 miles away!) and, when there
was a bar ’Would you like a drink’ (first checking that had 2 shillings and 9 pence and

‘other items’ in case brandy and babycham was indicated) would be asked many
times during a dance. The mast popular girls’ drink was Cherry B, often referred to
as ‘the virgin’s lament.
Over-shadowing our enjoyment was the thought that only a short time away was two
years national service. The only hope to continue this wonderful life was to fail the
medical. Factory floor apprentices held meetings to compare notes on how to fail
your medical. Without going to extreme measures like pretending to be mental
(many tried this), there was flat feet, colour blindness, producing urine the colour of
canal water and the learning to stop one’s testicles travelling up into your stomach by
a special kind of coughing. All were rumoured to be ways to achieve the desired
result.
The dreaded day arrived and it was time to put all those theories into practice. The
previous day copious quantities of beetroot had been consumed with the aim of
‘passing blood’, we practiced walking flat-footed, incorrectly reading an eye test chart
and standing naked in front of a mirror coughing to see if any movement in the
scrotum could be detected. Various tablets were dropped into our urine to see which
one had the desired ‘clouding’ effect.
The day of the medical was bitterly cold with a severe frost as hundreds of young
men arrived at the damp and unwelcoming Ducie Street clinic in Manchester. First
we were documented, the slightest hesitation when asked ‘religion’ meant you were
documented C of E. You were then asked what corps or regiment you would like to
serve in; being an auto electrician in the ambulance building industry I opted for the
Royal Electrical & Mechanical Engineers (REME). Some optimistic ‘posh’ types
even asked for the RAF, and a few that opted for the Navy generally spoke in highpitched voices and walked as if clutching a banana in their buttocks.
The eye test immediately followed our documentation and was carried out be a lowly
RASC lance-corporal. You were told to read from a very dirty chart on the wall,
starting from the top. I thought I had not better make things too obvious, and I
decided I would start to make the deliberate mistakes on line five. ‘A’, ‘DL’. ‘Next’ the
lance corporal shouted, “Hang on I haven’t finished yet” I muttered. “Next.” So
much for failing the eye test.
The humiliation then started, we were herded into a large room, split into groups of
twenty and told to strip naked, leaving us with nowhere to conceal our soluble aspirin
tablets to contaminate our urine samples. We were then taken in batches of twenty
to a series of side rooms, each with one or more doctors waiting to carry out various
perverse procedures.
All aspects of the medical seemed to concentrate on orifices, our ears, throats,
nostrils and rectums were all examined in great detail. I cannot recollect the use of a
blood pressure machine or stethoscope. It was a bitterly cold November day and the
MOD were obviously short of coke as the few iron radiators were stone cold (or was
this intentional?), the red tiled floor was ice cold, so walking ‘flat footed’ was out of
the question. Another plan bit the dust.

Great importance seemed to involve the urine sample, twenty at a time and still
naked we were issued by a man in a brown slop with a yellow stained glass tube and
instructed to produce three inches ’no more or no less’ – not an easy task when in
full flow. ‘What from here,’ one berk shouted. Those that could not produce a drop
even though they were bursting, would under the supervision of the USC (urine
sample collector), better known as ‘pissing Willy’, go to the washbasins and turn all
the taps on in hope of inducement. It was at this point young men for the first time
would discover true comradeship when those with full bladders provided samples for
those less fortunate; the USC seemed to find this practice perfectly acceptable.
There was a bit of paper stuck on each tube with a number on it, the idea being to
record the number against your name, but by the time the tubes were wet with their
contents the ink had run making the numbers eligible, and the whole process was a
farce. I don’t believe anyone failed a urine test!
The final part of the medical involved a doctor who had an unhealthy interest in the
body’s dangling parts. I joined the queue to the mortifying news of ‘it’s a woman’,
and the queue fell silent as young men concentrated on self-control. The RAMC
lady doctor, who I remember had a face ‘like a dried cow patch’, examined every
scrotum in great detail, first the left testicle was weighed carefully in the palms of the
hand, then the right, then both together, at this point you were instructed to ‘cough’ –
all thoughts of the weak shallow coughing that we had been practicing for weeks
vanished and great hearty coughs were rendered by all.
Finally we got dressed and retired to nearby pubs to discuss our ordeal and wonder
if we would ever meet again. Three weeks later on a cold November morning in 1957
an OHMS brown envelope arrived containing a one way railway docket, instructions
to report to the Royal Army Medical Corps (RAMC) training camp at Fleet in
Hampshire and an order to take a sheet of brown paper and string, for the return of
your civilian clothing.
Of the three Lomas apprentices that had their that day, John Gosling a fully trained
panel beater, was posted to the Tank corps, myself an electrician was sentenced to
the Medical Corps and Geoffrey Coleman , an amateur footballer, who had
absolutely nothing wrong with him came out the best, he failed the medical. Why we
were asked what regiment or corps we would like, will forever remain a mystery.
It was a month past my 21st birthday when I finished work at Herbert Lomas to join
the army. I wondered if I had a job to return to after national service, it was the
practice in the 1950s to sack apprentices at the age of 21 – companies argued so
that they would seek employment with other companies and become more
experienced, but in practice it was because we now come on to full pay.
My ‘going in’ stag night was held at The Highwayman pub at Rainow, where I got
completely ‘rat-arsed’ and drove home down the steep Blaze Hill in my three cylinder
Jowitt van with its OWO (one wheel only) cable brakes, I missed the wall of the
Masonic Arms by inches. Very foolish days!
My father took me to Hibel Road station to catch the midnight train to Euston; from
there I took the Northern Line to Waterloo for the Southern Region connection to

Fleet. All over the country hundreds of other young men were embarking on similar
journeys to military camps, all no doubt wondering like me, what was in store for
them during the next two years? Some of these national servicemen would see
military action against terrorists in Cyprus and Malaya, and some would lose their
lives as had many before them.

CHAPTER 2
FLEET
Apprehensive, tired and bleary eyed, teens of young men alighted from smoky
railway carriages at Fleet station, many had worried all the way that they would not
make the midday arrival deadline. Most had travelled overnight; two from Outer
Hebrides had been travelling for two days. Waiting on the station forecourt was a
RAMC sergeant and several corporals, all with shining boots and evil faces, and with
them were a number of 5ton trucks with RASC (Royal Army Service Corps) drivers.
We were lined up to be addressed by the sergeant. “Good morning gentlemen, this
is the last time for the next two years you will be asked to do anything, in future you
will be told, and you will always respond at the double, without question or hesitation.
For the next twelve weeks you are sproggs; sproggs are the lowest form of life on
earth.”
His voice had started of pleasant and friendly but as he went on it steadily increased
in volume and ferocity. “Now get rid of that camel shit, smoking is bad for you and
fag ends make for an untidy camp.” Turf, Pasha, Park Drive and Woodbine fag ends
including mine were hastily discarded – and I have never smoked since.
We climbed into the 5 tonners for the ride to the camp; as we passed along the
affluent Fleet High Street there were soldiers everywhere, many shouting words of
encouragement such as “Get some in”, “You poor bastards”, “Only 729 days to do”.
We eventually arrived at the camp where the NCOs reported to the guard room
(sergeants, corporals and lance corporals are Non-Commissioned Officers).
Thursday afternoon and Friday was devoted to documentation, kit issue,
Commanding Officer’s lecture and Padre’s lecture, but first we were taken to the
mess (dining room) for a reasonable meal of mincemeat, cabbage and mashed
potatoes.
Next stop was the regimental office, there you were allocated a squad and a billet,
and it was at this point you literally became a number and the process of
dehumanisation began, 23435450 Private Hibbert G.G. hut 4, F spider; Squad OIC is
Corporal Nolan. It turned out that as bastards go Corporal Nolan wasn’t too bad.
You wrote your number on the back of your hand and repeated it over and over until
it was imprinted in your brain. There are some things in life that you never forget;
your army number and the regimental motto ‘In Arduis Fidelis’ (Faithful in Adversity).
I can guarantee that most national servicemen can still remember their number.

On the parade ground facing the regimental office the NCOs gathered their
respective charges and attempted to line them up and ‘march’ them to their allocated
barrack rooms. During the next twelve weeks we would come to hate this parade
ground (the square) as we spent many hours ‘square bashing’. There were squads
of soldiers everywhere, running, marching or walking ‘at the double’ and all being
shouted at by NCOs. Some had a wry smile on their faces as they realised that with
the arrival of a new intake they were no longer bottom of the sprogg ladder, they had
some other poor sods to look down on and to say the national serviceman’s favourite
words ‘Get some in’. Only three little words but of enormous psychological
importance, representing a glimmer of light at the end of a very long tunnel.
On arrival at our billet we each claimed a metal framed bed, and thanks to a friend
from my home village, Melvin Davis (now Reverend Davis) who was a permanent
staff clerk at Fleet, I had been tipped off and grabbed a bed close but not too close to
the cast iron stove situated in the middle of the room.
Leaving our few civilian belongings next to our bed we collected a mattress from the
bedding store along with two blankets woollen, 2 sheets cotton, 1 pillow and 1 pillow
case cotton, all duly signed for. Again following inside information I tried to avoid a
soiled mattress and blankets and sheet with holes, as these would result in ‘barrack
room damage’ stoppages from your measly pay, even though you were not
responsible.
We were given five minutes to make our beds, and as most blokes had never made
a bed in their lives what a mess most of them were; we were soon to learn the hard
way how to make hospital corners and blanket boxes.
Next stop was the uniform store, a form had to be filled in giving chest, arm, leg,
head size, and for those who did not know their sizes the camp tailor would give you
a cursory glance and fill in the relevant details. It was too much for the army to
realise that the tailor, a civilian who was paid to make the necessary alterations to
the uniforms, had a vested interest in getting it wrong. Need I say more!
Bags Kit 1:
Jacket battledress
Trousers battledress
Coat Great Khaki
Jacket fatigue
Trousers fatigue
Belt webbing
Gaiters pair
Boots pairs
Pumps P.T. pairs
Shorts P.T.pairs

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Pants Cellular 2
Shirts Khaki 2
Socks pairs
2
Berets
2
Badge cap
1
Housewife
1
Tins mess, knife, fork, spoon
and mugs enamel 1
Back pack
1
Small gear
1
Epaulets training 2

Other items of kit were issued at later stages of training; ties and lanyards were
issued at the end of training because these could be used for the not uncommon
suicide attempts. It was pointless because bootlaces were invariably used.

After dumping our kit in wooden lockers at the side of the bed we were marched to
the NAAFI shop for compulsory ‘purchase’ of Brasso, Blanko, Cherry Blossom black
boot polish, two yellow dusters, two sheets of brown paper, two shoe brushes, nail
brush (for blankoing) a candle and an electric iron between each barrack room.
During the course of training further irons were purchased by individuals or groups.
All these items would be paid for by later deductions on our first pay parade.
By now it was late afternoon on our first day, and I was to learn a salutary lesson –
never to volunteer. As our corporal, whose room was at the end of the barrack
room, entered, we all jumped to attention. Jumping to attention applied to any NCO
or officer who entered the barrack room. “Would all those who can drive step
forward”.” I along with several others eagerly moved forward. “Right you two drive
the floor polisher, you two go to the coke compound and get a wheel barrow full of
coke, and lock it in the outside bin, take two men and pick axe handles with you as
escort in case of hijack on the way back – coke was a much sort after commodity –
and do not be tempted to sell not even one piece.” He continued, ”You will not
attempt to light the stove (it was freezing) until I say so, that is a luxury that has to be
earned. The rest can go for tea. There will be a four hour bull session at 1800
hours.”
Corporal Nolan stayed with us all evening showing us how to iron trousers, shirts,
and battle dress using the brown paper. Creases had to be in exactly the right place
but it would take us many weeks to obtain the much prized razor sharp edges. The
candles purchased at the NAAFI were not as we assumed in case of power failure
but to heat the back of the spoons which were then used to smooth out the dimples
on the toe caps of our boots prior to hours of spit and Cherry Blossom applied in tiny
circles to achieve a mirror surface.
“Lights out 2200 hours” shouted the corporal. “There will be no sobbing for Mummy,
no with your old man, no farting and no going AWOL (Absent With Out Leave) ,
anyone attempting to leave this camp without a pass will be caught and sent to
Colchester – the Military Prison.” There was some sobbing that first night and
thanks to the meal mince with onions and cabbage, farting was loud and continuous.
With no windows open due to the severe frost the atmosphere was most unpleasant,
and with all these night time noises, in spite of being ‘dog’ tired, I could not sleep.
Before lights out our corporal informed us “The fire siren will sound sometime during
the night, this happens once a week, you will have 30 seconds to line up outside at
the back of the barrack room. This will be the only time you use the rear exit. I will
take the roll call, in the event of me not being available the nerk in the first bed who
for the time being will be barrack room leader will take the roll call.
Fire drills were always during the night usually when it was snowing or lashing it
down. Later in training we took little notice of the fire siren, until one night looked
out of the window to see flames shooting above the roof tops. We all trooped
outside to see with great delight that the tailor’s shop was ablaze. The camp Green
Goddess arrived from Fleet that firefighting got under way.

At 05:30 hours next morning Bang! Bang! On the bed rails. “Come on you horrible
shower, hands of cocks, hands on socks, move it, move it, breakfast 06:30, anyone
missing breakfast will be charged, 07:30 at the barber’s shop for a haircut.” “I don’t
need a haircut.” “Which fairy said that?” “Me, Me.” “What!” “Me Corporal.” “You
great lump of jelly; is your head hurting?” “No Corporal” “Well it should be, I’m stood
on your hair. You will get it cut and report for two hours kitchen fatigues at 18:00
hours.”
Smallpox, typhoid, paratyphoid, tetanus, yellow fever, meningitis, hepatitis A & B,
polio and swine fever, you had an injection or vaccination every few days. The most
unpleasant was typhoid (TAB) which was always given on a Friday afternoons to
allow the weekend to recover, the reactions could be very unpleasant with severe
pain around the injection, a high temperature and aching limbs. Those not badly
effected brought mugs of tea and food from the mess for those who could not get out
of bed. One important vaccination that could determine your posting was the
Mantoux test to determine if you had natural immunity to tuberculosis; my reaction
was positive which meant I could safely come into contact with TB patients.
The Medical Officer’s (MO) lecture on sex was of particular interest as many of us
were at the sharp end of the Ministry of Defence fight against venereal diseases.
After seeing photographs of the effect of syphilis and gonorrhoea we came out of
that lecture convinced that if we ever kissed a girl again our ‘old man’ would drop off
and we all made a solemn vow never to have sex!
National Servicemen were paid a pittance. I remember my first pay parade lining up
in front of a RAPC (Royal Army Pay Corps) Sergeant smartly saluting and holding
out your hand to receive two pounds eight shillings and six pence. You then moved
to a table to sign your pay book, the pay was less NAAFI shop payment four shillings
and eight pence, electric iron fund 2/6d, barrack room damages 2/6d, corporal’s fund
sixpence, Padre’s welfare fund one shilling, haircut 1/3d, postage home for return of
civilian cloths two shillings, etc. No one ever queried the amount. Some of these
regular stoppages, particularly barrack room damages that appeared every week,
were well-managed ‘fiddles’. Amongst these stoppages the one minute twice weekly
haircut had to be paid for, price 1/3d.
Part One Orders were posted on the barrack wall daily, and in addition to routine
information these gave details of who was on guard duties, coke compound picket
and frost picket. Personnel for these duties were nominated by the NCOs as a result
of shoddy kit, slightly less than immaculate kit – boots, sloppy drill, last out of the
shower, back marker on a route march – and the favourite, a blanket box slightly out
of line – or just bad luck.
The most sole destroying picket was frost picket; to prevent pipes freezing every
toilet in the spider had to be flushed hourly during the night, all the sink and bath taps
run for five minutes each hour, and most important of all Corporal Nolan had to be
taken a mug of hot tea at 05:45 hours. Like guard duties and coke compound guard,
all these duties meant lack of sleep and you still had to be on parade immaculately
polished at 07:30 hours.

The weekly Part Two Orders were much more exciting for these gave details of the
passing out parades for the lucky squads at the end of their basic training. Posting
were listed, and we used to stand looking in awe and wonder thinking if we would
ever reach this stage, posting to Hong Kong, Cyprus, Mauritius, Malta, Gibraltar,
Singapore, Aden, Kenya and even attachments to Australia were among many
postings in the then very large British Empire. You could be very unlucky and be
posted to Aldershot or attached to a Guards or Scottish Regiment. The most
unpopular posting was Germany, but for a lucky few there was the trooping pool
based at Netley Hospital, Southampton. Part Two Orders also gave details of
punishment awarded to those charged and placed on Commanding Officers Orders,
and those poor souls that had been ‘back squaded’.
With the promise of extra pay a few opted to volunteer to go to the chemical warfare
research establishment at Porton Down for research into the common cold or for
undisclosed special duties on Christmas Island (only now do we partly know the truth
about both of these. Porton Down was germ warfare research and Christmas Island
was nuclear bomb testing).
Normally there was no leave for twelve weeks, the only exception being Christmas,
and our intake was lucky after six weeks. The English, we were allowed home for
three days Christmas leave, and the Scots, three days for Hogmanay. There were
strict instructions that you were to wear uniform at all times when on leave but little
notice was taken of this. It was wonderful to wear shoes and civilian clothes for a
few days.
A lot has been written about National Service life so I will skip the next ten weeks
except to say it consisted of lots of bull, lots of drill, PT, firearms training, as well as
classroom training and even education for the less literate.
Many local civilians worked at the camp, many of them on ‘perks’ from the
squaddies. The best paid civilian was undoubtedly the boiler man; his job was to
stoke the boilers that supplied each spider with hot water. There were six billets to a
spider each sharing a common toilet and bath block, the boiler man looked after six
spiders, with squaddies paying 3d a week to a so called coke supplement fund. It
meant, even after the billet OIC’s ‘commission’ the boiler man was getting a ‘back
hander’ far in excess of his wage. There were no radiators in the billets – but we
always had hot water.
Meals were supplemented in an evening between bull sessions at the NAAFI, where
you could get the best double egg and chips in the world. But you could not get ‘a
drink’ – alcohol was only served in the permanent staff messes.
After 4 weeks, if our kit, barrack room and drill passed CO’s inspection we were
allowed out of camp in uniform for 4 hours on Saturday nights. Throughout the UK
dance halls in the vicinity of military establishments were famous for their ‘grab a
granny’ nights; they would attract all the ‘loose’ women for miles around. For some
the temptation was too great, after a few pints, the lectures on the dangers of sex
and solemn vows of abstinence were suddenly forgotten. Unlike overseas postings,
free from infection kits were not issued in the UK, and many would regret the ‘grab a
granny’ nights.

At last after weeks of rehearsing the passing out day arrived. We proudly marched
with the RAMC Regimental Band. My squad did our very best to win the best squad
award; at least we did not come last. The best recruit collected his cup and promptly
had to hand it back ready for the next intake. After the parade details of postings
were given, we eagerly crowded around the notice board, all the exciting overseas
postings were listed, and there were both whoops of delight and groans. That night
we all went into Fleet for a ‘knee up’ and even had a ‘whip round’ for Corporal Nolan.
‘23435450 Private Hibbert GG to report to BMH (British Military Hospital) Netley
Southampton’ was on Part 2 Orders, Netley Hospital specialised in mental disorders
and sexual diseases, and the allocation of permanent medical staff for troop ships.
But not for me the trooping pool, my posting was as an NO (Nursing Orderly) an
unexciting and boring job. I was disappointed but fate was to intervene.
I packed my kit bag and along with the rest of the squad was taken to Fleet station,
where I said goodbye to the many friends I’d made during training and in my now
immaculate uniform set off home for one weeks posting leave.

CHAPTER 3
NETLEY
The weeks posting leave was pure liberation, wearing civilian clothes for the first
time in nearly 4 months was a wonderful feeling. Meeting my friends again, dancing
at Rhoda Dawson’s, all made the week pass very quickly. After twelve weeks
wearing army boots, getting used to shoes again proved difficult and on the last day
of leave I badly injured my right ankle.
Within a very short time my foot doubled in size, turned dark blue was excruciatingly
painful. All sorts of fears ran through my mind as my father took me to Macclesfield
Infirmary (where Sainsbury is now), ‘Have I broken my ankle?’ ‘How will I get to
Netley?’ What will happen to me when I get there?’ and ‘Will I be charged with selfinflicted injuries?’
After a short wait in the casualty department I was seen by the infamous Dr Pickard.
Dr Pickard better known as ‘the butcher’ was a local legend, he was unorthodox but
a good casualty doctor who seemed to be on duty for 24 hours a day, 7 days a
week. He was well known for his fast suturing and limb setting without anaesthetics,
and he always had a cigarette hanging from the corner of his mouth, even when
examining patients.
Dr Pickard entered the cubicle, complete with cigarette, he twisted my ankle until I
howled with pain, declared it was not broken and instructed the nurse to strap it up

before moving on to the next unfortunate casualty. (In all fairness while Dr Pickard
was perhaps a little eccentric he was highly respected and many Macclesfield people
owe their lives to him.)
Next morning my father again took me to Hibel Road Station along with all my kit,
and as I would not be able to manage the underground he gave me money for a taxi
from Euston to Waterloo from where I would get the Southern Region Southampton
train. On arrival at Southampton I took the local Portsmouth train to Netley.
I must have looked a sorry sight on Netley Station wearing one boot and one pump,
hopping along the platform dragging my kitbag. Two chaps in civilian clothes
approached “Are to posted or a patient” they asked. “Both” I replied. “Hang on here
mate and we will send a truck for you.” This was music to my ears – and to be called
‘mate’ as well. Twenty minutes later a Bedford 3 ton truck arrived. I was hauled into
the back and welcomed to ‘poxy Netley.’

The hospital was nearly a mile from the station, and on arrival at the guard room I
was helped inside. “23435450 Private Hibbert reporting for duty Sergeant” “Relax
laddie you’re not in training now and you are certainly not fit for duty, the only place
you are going is to the medical centre”, came the reply. “You are in D Block, the
stores will send your bedding, a pair of shoes and company flashes over; I will see
you later.”
At the medical centre I was seen by a young doctor (in the RAMC all doctors are
officers). The long journey had made my foot swell even larger. “That looks painful.”
“It is sir.” An x-ray confirmed Dr Pickard’s diagnosis that it was broken, but there
were badly torn ligaments. I was strapped up issued with a pair of crutches and a
four day ‘excused all duties’ chit, advised complete rest and told to report back on

Monday after Commanding Officer’s interview. All that happened that day was
unbelievable; for the first time in months I was treated like a human being and in
spite of the pain I began to feel much better.
To service the hospital patients and staff, there was a large Army Catering Corps
contingent at Netley and the food was reasonable. Over the weekend I began to
make friends and find my way around on my crutches. The old hospital building was
over half a mile long, and was, with the exception of the theatre and church, largely
unused. The empty main corridors were wide enough to drive ambulances down;
the hospital was built under the supervision of Florence Nightingale, then during the
First World War was occupied by the British Army and in the Second World War by
the Americans. The main building was on the banks of the Southampton Water with
well-kept lawns sloping down to the water’s edge where I would sit looking in awe at
the large liners sailing past, including the Queen Mary, on their way in and out of
Southampton Port. The occupied part of the hospital was a series of widely
scattered single story buildings built in the early 1950s.
Little did I think that in 39 years’ time my wife and I would sail down Southampton
Water on the liner Oriana on the occasion of our 60th birthdays. Today the original
hospital grounds have been transformed into a beautiful country park popular with
picnickers who wave to the cruise liners. All that is left of the original Florence
Nightingale hospital is the church which is now a museum and visitors centre, and all
traces of the ‘newer’ hospital have disappeared.
As a result of my injury I could not commence the hospital ward posting, which was
duly cancelled, and I was transferred to a 4 week trooping pool training course. My
ankle injury was indeed fortuitous, for the Netley based trooping pool was possibly
the most sought after posting in the British Army. Initially the course involved a lot of
classroom work during which my ankle injury steadily improved, and when not in
class I was seconded to light duties in the officers’ mess in the evenings and at
weekends when not on leave. This got you out of guard duty and lots of other
fatigues.
The course was run by QAs (Queen Alexandra’s Royal Army Nursing Corps).All QA
sisters are officers. The senior QA was a Sister Tutor, equivalent to a hospital
matron, who would stand no nonsense and was both respected and feared by her
pupils and by the doctors who came to lecture.
During the course we learnt about TB and horrible tropical diseases we had never
heard of, along with the treatment and nursing of infectious diseases. Great
emphasis was placed on the importance of preventing shiploads of sex-starved
troops catching sexual diseases, affectionately known as ‘knob rot.’ At every port of
call where shore leave was granted F.F.I. (free from infection) procedures were
rigorously enforced in the mistaken belief that this would keep the troops healthy and
prevent them from fertilizing the local female population. In reality it did not work,
mainly because the regulation issue of ‘French letters’ were like bicycle inner tubes
tyres and invariably finished up in the harbour straight away. In their lectures the
QAs placed great emphasis on the importance of abstinence, but it was very much a
case of ‘not practicing what you preach.’ But then they had access to penicillin.

The Sister Tutor was obsessed with bowels, she would impress on all her pupils and
the poor patients in the wards that the most important part of all nursing was the
inducement and recording of bowel movements. Her motto was ‘if bowels are not
working efficiently then the body is not working efficiently, a healthy body has healthy
bowel movements.’ Under no circumstances could a patient be discharged from
hospital until they have regular ‘movements.’ I wrote in my note book ‘If you haven’t
been you can’t go.’
Life at Netley was enjoyable; if you could afford it you could go home most
weekends, a monthly travel warrant was issued at the CO’s discretion. I was very
fortunate that while on my first weekends leave from Netley and in the Holly Bush Inn
in Bollington I met a very nice gentleman by the name of Arthur Jones. Arthur was
managing director of Jones Printers in Bollington and Millbrook Press Ltd in
Southampton. Most Fridays Arthur would drive from Southampton to Bollington
returning on Sunday afternoons and he offered me a lift whenever I could get a
weekend leave pass.
During the trooping pool course and while working in the Officers’ Mess I joined the
theatre group as a volunteer stage-hand operating the stage lighting. Concerts were
regularly given for both the benefit of patients and staff, and residents of Netley
Village would be invited. Professional artists would perform free of charge.
It was at a concert featuring a group called the ‘Springfields’ that I met Dusty
Springfield. After the show there was a backstage party, and fuelled by a
combination of vodka and scrumpy there was much merriment and dancing. I
remember kissing Dusty, but I was extremely drunk and my memories of the details
are hazy. What I do know is that next morning I felt seriously ill, and it lasted for two
days. Death seemed to be infinitely preferable to what I was suffering; Southampton
Water looked extremely inviting. Over the next few days I slowly recovered, and I
have never touched a drop of vodka since the concert party or even been drunk
again. Now whenever I hear or see the late Dusty Springfield it brings back fond but
cloudy memories.
A famous visitor to Netley while I was there was Terry Dean, the 1950s pop idol, but
he was not there to entertain – he was a patient. Terry was having problems coping
with National Service. A large number of photographers and ‘teeny boppers’
camped outside the gates for days, and we were strictly forbidden to talk to the press
under any circumstances. He was eventually discharged from the army.
I successfully completed the trooping pool course and was attached to the M.S.
Dunera which was based at Southampton Port. The first voyage was to be to the Far
East via Suez Canal calling at Gibraltar, Malta, Cyprus, Aden, Ceylon, Singapore
and Hong Kong.

CHAPTER FOUR
M.S. DUNERA
There were about seven troop ships operating in the 1950s, five on ‘deep sea’
routes, and two smaller vessels that did nightly crossings of the North Sea between
Harwich and the Hook of Holland (for Germany). Very few military, consular or
embassy staff were transported by air. All the troop ships were civilian vessels
chartered by the MOD, the crew including the captain were Merchant Navy with a
limited number of military permanent staff. My first ship the M.S. (Merchant Ship)
Dunera, along with her sister ship the M.S. Dilwara were both of 12,612 tons and
owned by the British Indian Steamship Navigation Company. Not being large boats
they pitched and rolled alarmingly in bad weather, and lacking the comforts of the
larger troop ships such as the Navasa they were not popular with either staff or
passengers.

The crew were predominately Indian with white officers, permanent military
personnel consisted of a Major who was ship’s commandant (OIC), two RAPC
(Royal Army Pay Corps) clerks, one RAMC Captain (doctor), two QA Captains (ward
sisters and female nursing), one RAMC Sergeant (Pharmacist), one RAMC Warrant
Officer (Administration), four RAMC Privates (General Duties) and one Company
Sergeant Major (Discipline). In addition any military passengers such as surgeons,
dentists, midwives, redcaps (Military Police) and even civilian entertainers could be
seconded for duties by the OIC or the doctor. Alcohol was freely available at the
ship’s bars and NAAFI, except when in territorial waters, and inter-regimental rivalry
was financial – consequently the redcaps could be very busy. The ship’s Captain, in
accordance with maritime law, was in overall command; this was a unique situation,
in that a civilian could give orders to senior military officers.
British Army, Naval and RAF personnel were transported in addition to diplomatic
staff plus the armed forces of other friendly countries visiting the UK for training or
medical treatment. Accommodation for officers, civilians, their wives and children
was in individual outside cabins, other ranks, wives and their children were inside
cabins, subject to rank and availability, with the exception of officer’s husbands who
slept in the dormitories with conjugal visits permitted at prearranged times. Rank
structure was strictly observed with separate messes and bars for officers and
NCOs, permanent medical staff were allowed to use the Sergeants’ Mess and the
crews bar, but only because we were safer there and wouldn’t get involved in the
brawls.

The medical facilities consisted of a general ward of about 16 beds situated in midships with two adjacent double staff cabins, heads (toilets) and a sluice room,
operating theatre, a consulting room that doubled up as a dental surgery and
doctor’s office, pharmacy, sister’s office that doubled as a female examination room
and a small female ward. There were two padded cells for the incarceration of
violent mental patients – if you weren’t mad when you were locked in one of these
you soon were – about eight foot square they were the most claustrophobic thing I
have ever encountered. A twelve bed isolation ward was situated on the top deck at
the stern and there were also prison cells in the bows that we occasionally had to
visit. This was ‘my home’ for the next twelve months.
Like todays cruise liners, the departure from Southampton was a grand and

Nostalgic occasion with the military band playing stirring music, tears flowing freely
as relations and girlfriends waved goodbye. Many of the regular troop and their
families could be away for a considerable time; the National Service contingents
were not allowed to take their wives and would spend most of the next two years
overseas. (And in 1958 there was no hoping on a flight home)
As we sailed down Southampton Water for the first time I, like many others, stood at
ships rails wondering if we would ever see England again; my only previous
experience of going overseas was crossing the Menai Bridge Anglesey. This was
1958, very few of the hundreds of troops on board would have been abroad, and
these were the days of holidays at Butlin’s, and the Costa del Sol had yet to be
discovered.
We soon settled down to a routine of lifeboat drills and ship’s inspections, on
outward sailings it was relatively quiet in the hospital. The only patients were the old
appendicitis, sea sickness, fight related injuries, toothache or sunburn. Serious
cases of sunburn were a major problem for, in spite of the daily warnings, men would
fall asleep on deck for a relative short period – no one had heard of sun cream then
– and wake up with extensive blistering and dehydration. The more serious cases
had to be transferred to onshore hospitals. Strong sunlight and heat was completely
new to most of us, and n entering the Mediterranean reminders were published in
daily orders. Open deck was initially restricted to five minutes a day, increasing as
we became more acclimatised, and sunburn was a chargeable offence, dealt with as
‘self-inflicted injuries.’ Many patients on the daily sick parade were suffering from
prickly heat; the standard treatment was to cover the affected area with calamine
lotion, and in severe case a calamine lotion bath was necessary. Most injuries were
the result of fighting or rough weather and there was always at least one shooting
accident a week through weapon training and sea target practice.
Other routine work included the never ending runs of inoculations and vaccinations.
All military personnel on board were to have several of these during the voyage, and
every seven days all personnel had an FFI (Free From Infection inspection), which
involved close examination for signs of tinea pedis (Athletes foot), prickly heat,
sexual diseases, head and pubic nits, lice and mites. Other ranks would line up in
four rows in their shorts, dropping them for the more intimate part of the proceedings,
if anything suspicious was found you would refer them to the MO. Officers had their
FFIs in private by the MO and females were examined by the QAs.
On homeward voyages it was completely different. The hospital would be full with
patients returning for further treatment, the isolation ward would be full, often the
Gurkhas being transferred to the UK for TB treatment. The relaxed atmosphere of
‘coming home’ with demob in sight for many after years in foreign lands, meant many
more drink related injuries – and more so if there were Scottish Regiments on board.
Another problem on return trips were the number of miscarriages brought on by
rough weather; many pregnancies had not been disclosed in case home-coming was
delayed.
With more troop ships than cruise ships shore leave could be an important part of a
country’s economy particularly for a port’s female population. Before any shore
passes were issued there would be a lecture on how not to catch VD and maps of

‘out of bounds’ (OOB) areas were displayed on notice boards. This had the opposite
effect to that intended with everyone heading straight for the OOBs. The areas were
patrolled by redcaps – it only made you wonder what they were up to! Other advice
was how not to be conned into buying the local crap souvenirs – which all did of
course.
It was the duty medic’s job to issue anti-infection packs consisting of one French
letter (condom) made of recycled inner tubes and just about as thick, a small tube of
antiseptic cream that stung like hell and designed to kill any sexual urge stone dead,
and a leaflet telling you to abstain. When the thickness of the MOD condom was
discovered they were invariably thrown away and basic urges would take over, to be
later regretted.
The first port of call was always Gibraltar for mail and fresh water, but no shore leave
was granted on outward sailings due to the popularity of going AWOL and
disappearing across the border into Spain. On home bound journeys it was different
and huge quantities of cheap cigarettes would be purchased most of which would be
confiscated by the posse of custom officers that would come on board at Gibraltar
and sail with the ship to Southampton. We used to do very well – the first personnel
to disembark were the stretcher cases and under every blanket would be cigarettes,
whisky and cameras. I still have an Agfa camera bought in Aden for £1.10s and
smuggled between a stretcher patient’s legs.
Malta was the next stop and the first chance for shore leave. With contraception
then illegal in Malta, FFI kits were not issued – something that no one told me about
until I given approximately 200 kits causing a ‘diplomatic’ incident involving the local
police and church officials. Many of the kits were recovered but some were sold
down the ‘gut’ at a full profit. I did not like Malta, it seemed to rain on every visit and
there were always American warships in Valetta harbour which would inflate the
price of everything including getting ashore when the local water taxis would demand
more money when halfway between the ship and shore. It was nearly always
necessary to threaten to overturn the elegant gondola-like boat or beat up the rower.
In Valetta hoards of children were always collecting for the RSPCA or some other
well known ‘charity’! Unfortunately unless you happened to be posted to Malta there
was never any time to explore the island.

Cyprus was a dangerous place in the 1950s. With EOKA terrorist war at its height,
we anchored off Famagusta where lighters came alongside to disembark the
hundreds of troops posted there to keep the peace. It seemed that half the ships
company were leaving us at Cyprus. There was a tragic incident on my first visit to
Cyprus when a RAF lad complete with full kit fell out of the lighter and went to the
bottom ‘like a stone’. In spite of gallant attempts the water was too deep for any hope
of rescue and Naval Divers would later recover the body. Due to the terrorist threat
there was no shore leave at Cyprus but on homeward sailings we did get ashore,
and issued with a revolver with six rounds and with an armed escort we would collect
casualties by ambulance from the BMH. The irony was that we were instructed not
to use the revolvers.
Drinking water was often a problem particularly on the long drag between Cyprus
and Ceylon (Sri Lanka) – no drinkable water was available at Port Said, Suez or
Aden, and contaminated water could spread diarrhoea through the ship in hours.
When the water barge came alongside at Famagusta, in addition to the ships tanks
every hospital bath and utensil was filled, and with the relative calm of the Southern
Mediterranean, the Suez Canal and the Red Sea spillage was not a problem. This
water was used first.
We would always arrive at Port Said at dawn, when ships of all shapes and sizes
gathered in convoy in preparation for the journey through the Suez Canal, and as the
morning mist lifted the ghost like superstructures of ships sunk during the Suez
conflict would slowly emerge from the fog, a reminder that war was never far away,
in fact British ships had only just began to guise the canal again after a huge
dredging and clearance operation following the Suez war.
Local traders in their hundreds in small boats milled around the ship selling
everything from fruit to black and white dirty photographs - it was strictly forbidden to
buy them but many found their way on aboard. Currency was never a problem for
unlike today sterling was an international currency in much demand. Another trading
currency was Woodbines which were far more superior to the local camel dung
cigarettes. Those of us on our first trip had little idea about exchange rates and £1
could be worth ’thousands’ of local currency units, but we soon learned the hard
way.
Before entering the canal all weapons and cameras had to be concealed but this did
not stop me taking some photographs. My memories of the canal are of seeing
Herbert Lomas Bedford ambulance, on which I had worked as an apprentice, outside
the Suez Canal Company’s offices at Ismalia and it made me feel very home sick. I
will always remember, on the banks of the canal, miles from any civilisation, there
was a remote shack with camels tethered outside, a small generator running and a
sign that read in English ‘Ice cold Coca-Cola’. Further along the canal a crowded
train emerged from a dust cloud, passing the ship with all the passengers waving
enthusiastically.

Other lasting images for me were the heat and flies, and the eerie experience where
the canal divides, of ships upper structures travelling in the opposite direction moving
silently through the sand dunes with no water in sight.
When we left the canal at Suez we were met by a Royal Naval warship to escort us
through the Red Sea. The Red Sea is flanked by the deserts of Saudia Arabia,
Sudan and Ethiopia and incredibly hot, although the Dunera had air blower louvres it
was not air-conditioned. With no shooting practice or other deck activities possible
due to the heat, boredom as well as dehydration were a problem. A feature of the
Red Sea are the currents, the sea appears calm but the swell made the ship roll and
this caused more sea sickness than the Bay of Biscay. At the narrow southern exit to
the Red Sea lies Djibouti on the Ethiopian side and Aden on the Yemeni side. You
could smell Steamer Point Aden from miles out at sea. Aden was a British Garrison
and at that particular time was relatively safe – safe enough for a short period on
shore. The cheapest cameras in the world could be purchased in Aden – and that
was about the only good thing that could be said about it.

Steamer Point Aden
After the Gulf of Aden you keep ‘left’ for the Arabian Sea, the Persian Gulf and the
Gulf of Oman, or fork right into the Indian Ocean. At the foot of India lies Ceylon (Sri
Lanka) with its capital Colombo. What a morale booster Colombo was, with its green
palm trees. London double decker buses (still with London Transport on the sides),
Woolworths, friendly cafes and cold Tiger beer. With fresh water, provisions and
less than half of the original contingent on board it was now an enjoyable sail
through the Andaman Sea down the Strait of Malacca and coast of Sumatra to
Singapore.
At Singapore we were given the opportunity of a two night break at the Changi transit
camp built on the site of the notorious Changi Japanese prisoner of war camp, and
now one of the most beautiful airports in the world(see Chapter IX). Just across the
causeway from Changi lay Malaya and the Viet Cong Guerrillas; many of the troops
that had disembarked at Singapore would soon be in armed conflict with them.
From Singapore it was across the South China Sea to Hong Kong and a four-day
turnaround break at the BMH. It is now difficult of imagine how Hong Kong looked in
the 1950s; about the only things that have not changed are the trams on Hong Kong
Island , the Star Ferry and the firing of the noon Day Gun (see Chapter XIV). Little
did I dream what an important part in my life Hong Kong would play twenty five years
later.
After this spell of long distance trooping I was promoted to the dizzy rank of Lance
Corporal and seconded to the Port of Harwich transit camp. Here with nightly
sailings to the Hook of Holland with troops and families posted to Germany, with only
two medical staff you were very much on your own during the crossing relying
entirely in serious emergencies on in-transit doctors and radio advice. The boats
were much smaller than the deep sea troopships and with the North Sea gales it was
much rougher than anything I had previously encountered, and particularly on winter
nights, we would always be busy with a wide range of accidents and illnesses.
During all of my two years in the army, apart from when in the Far East I never
encountered drugs.
The last few months of my National Service were spent as the OIC, Corporal of the
REME Training Camp Medical Centre at Blandford Forum, where I had my own
room, telephone and a driver, and it was while on leave from Blandford that I met a

girl called Elsie Green at the Regal Ballroom Alderley Edge. On 14th December
1959 I said farewell to the army, and Elsie and I married on 18th March 1961.
Our newly married life was fun; most of our leisure time involved the Cavendish Car
Club in Macclesfield. We had a series of minis in which we competed with some
success in trials and rallies, but following a heavy encounter with a stone wall on
Biddulph Moor and with a baby on the way I was ‘persuaded’ to give it up, and when
Jane was born we went ‘up market’ and bought an Austin A40.

Graham sent the following pictures which in a way are connected to the National
Service section of the book.

In the distance one can see the square and I think is one of the Gymnasiums which
were on the edge of the drill square. Those who served at the Apprentice College,
Crookham; do you think the spiders on the right are part of the College?

No idea where in the camp this was. Any takers?

During his time at Netley Graham mentions joining the local Theatrical Group and
played Sidney in the production of “Who is Sylvia” on 25th June 1958.
Whilst serving on the Troopship MS Dunera, The Wireless News was produced at
intervals and distributed amongst the Crew and passengers so as to keep them
abreast of what was happening in the outside world whilst they sailed the seven
seas. Below is the Wireless News of 4th August 1958.

Below: The top picture was taken of Graham when he was promoted to Corporal and
posted as OIC Medical Centre REME Training Camp at Blandford Forum just prior to
his demob on14th December 1959.
The bottom picture shows Graham as Mayor of Bollington in 2012.

A Memorial to the Chuff Chart Lady
After the article on Miss Gladys Blackburne (the Chuff Chart Lady) in last year’s
Journal and her photograph and story appearing on Facebook, many people thought
the idea of a memorial to her would be most appropriate and welcome. The foreseen
problems were the collection, retention and distribution of the funds required to
obtain the memorial.
It was agreed that the Palace Barracks Memorial Garden in Belfast would be the
ideal location. After speaking to Albert Owens MBE, he gave us a price. So, with
price, location and wording of a stone agreed, a way to raise the funds was needed.
After a search of the internet, I found a JustGiving page that allowed fundraising for
community projects. Having looked at some of the other community projects already
being organised, I decided this was the ideal way for us to try and meet our £600
target. A few more phone calls and it was agreed I would open a Community
Fundraising page, where anyone could pledge a donation to the memory of Gladys
Blackburne.
It was fortunate that quite a few people had already promised to make a donation,
but not £600 worth at that point. Part of the conditions of this page was that we only
had 30 days to raise the target. If it was not met, the pledges would not be collected,
and the project could not go ahead. With a slight amount of trepidation, I sent the
details to Justgiving, and waited for their reply. Within a few days, we got the goahead for the fundraising page to go live, and so we started. The JustGiving page
was plastered everywhere over Facebook, ‘shared’ by many and emailed to anyone
I could think of. Not only was I concerned that the target would not be reached, I was
also ‘harassing’ people, but hopefully not putting them off! Had I miss anyone?
It was necessary to contact as many of her friends still living in Northern Ireland,
(and there are still quite a few!) as I could find. Major Noel Nash, who knew Gladys,
gave me a few names, and I contacted a retired RUC officer called Ben Forde, who
knew Gladys very well. Between us, we covered most people. The £600 target was
reached in three days such was the respect and admiration for Miss Blackburne.
Many veterans donated, as they had promised, but so did many who never served,
but knew Gladys from her work. Her personal friends also donated.
The total raised in the 30-day period was over £1,200, and, after fees and a few
unpaid pledges, a cheque for £1,127 was presented to Albert, custodian of the
Memorial Gardens in Palace Barracks. A date for the dedication and unveiling of the
memorial stone was agreed, so a weekend in Belfast was arranged. I travelled with
my wife Kathy, and Tony Rogers, also ex 2nd Battalion, with his partner Fiona.

About 25 people attended and even a reporter from BFBS Belfast came. The
ceremony was extremely well organised by Major Noel Nash, who arranged for a
Padre, Piper, Bugler to officiate and Brigadier Ralph Wooddisse MBE MC
Commander 38 Irish Brigade to unveil the Memorial stone. So, our journey was
complete. writing an article and posting a photograph on Facebook took me on a
weekend to Belfast, meeting some great people, remembering a great lady, and
having a great time. All thanks to Miss Blackburne. Her memory lives on.
Written by Ray Heathfield Queens Regiment and Op Banner Veteran

Those Attending

Cheque for Albert and Memorial Stone

UNSUNG HERO REMEMBERED
The name of Miss Gladys Blackburne will bring back memories to many past pupils of
Methodist College, Belfast, where she taught for many years. After her retirement from
teaching she became known, throughout the years of “The Troubles”, as an official Prison
Visitor, meeting and seeking to help prisoners from all sections of our community. She also
found time to visit many of the Army Posts and Police Stations to bring friendship and comfort
to all she met.
Many members of the Royal Ulster Constabulary will especially remember Miss Blackburne
during the years of ‘The Troubles’ for her little pocket Calendars that she presented to RUC
members each year bearing the words “ Thank you to our Security Forces”.

She was tireless in her service to
those injured soldiers treated
at the Military Wing of Musgrave Park Hospital. The following quote was from a Lieutenant Col., 2nd.Battalion
Light Infantry based at North Howard St., Belfast.
“I met you often, particularly in 1983 when you visited many West Belfast bases and again in 1987. Take comfort
that you are remembered and appreciated for all you did for us in intrudingly difficult circumstances for yourself.
Look after yourself on the cold winter nights on your FLORENCE NIGHTINGALE TRIPS. All the very best to you from
every member of the battalion.”
It was through her tireless acts of love and kindness towards the soldiers that she was officially remembered by
means of a Memorial Dedication Plaque. The unveiling Ceremony took place in ‘The Remembrance Garden’ at
Palace Barracks, Holywood, Co. Down on Saturday 13th. June 2015.
A number of retired soldiers travelled from throughout the UK, as did friends from Northern Ireland to attended

the ceremony. This was led by Rev. Edward Gorringe who gave thanks for Gladys in prayer and for the work that
she had done in bringing peace and comfort to many Soldiers serving in N.I. during the Troubles.
Veteran soldier Ray Heathfield, one of the organisers on behalf of OP Banner Veterans, (Operation Banner was
the operational name for British Armed Forces in the Northern Ireland Troubles) paid the following tribute.
“Gladys, who graduated from Queen’s University, was the daughter of a Police Sergeant from Larne. She later
retired after many years as a Mathematics Teacher at Methodist College, Belfast. During the years of ‘The
Troubles’ in Northern Ireland, Gladys devoted her life to helping others from all sides caught up in the conflict.
Many of the Soldiers that served in N.I., as well as RUC officers, prison officers and prisoners, would have met
Gladys. On many occasions she met many of the inbound flights into Aldergrove Airport, greeting frightened
soldiers often taking their first steps into an unknown conflict. Surely there was no better way to start a tour of
duty, than to be met by a friendly, smiling face, and being given a small Calendar in a plastic wallet, with the words
“Thank you to our security forces written on it”.

These small calendars were used by soldiers to mark off the days until we went home again, commonly known as
“Chuff Charts”. Hence Gladys became known to many Soldiers as “The Chuff Chart Lady”. She would regularly
turn up at one of the Army Camps, at any time of the day, and without an appointment, and ask to come in. I can
personally remember her turning up at the front gate of Fort Whiterock in Belfast while I was on Guard Duty. I
immediately recognised her and let her in. She walked in, complete with shopping trolley, and I asked her if she
was frightened, as we were in full view of Turf Lodge estate. “O no dear, they won’t hurt me,” she replied. She
then disappeared into the camp.
My final meeting with Gladys was at Aldergrove Airport, in October 1988. My tour over, Gladys was again there
to say goodbye, and to thank us. And of course, to give us some gifts.”
“The beginning of this journey started for me when I found a photograph of Gladys and posted it on Facebook,
to see if anyone remembered her. The response was incredible”. Many people said, “I’ve still got the pen, or
calendar, or Bible she gave me.” Some said they still carry them. Over 164 comments on that photograph was
the inspiration for me to help make a permanent memorial of Gladys a reality. Many people had said they would
make a donation, and so we found a way to do it.
We had 30 days to raise a £600 target. The target was reached in 3 days. Such was the love and respect for Gladys
Blackburne.
Of all the stories I have heard about Gladys, some funny, some not so funny, one stands out. A Soldier was given a
Bible by Gladys during his tour of duty in N.I. When he left the Army, he kept it safe, until his own Son joined the
Army. The son was posted on Operational tour of Afghanistan, and carried the same Bible with him while on duty
there. A wonderful example of the respect shown to Gladys.
Ray thanked those who assisted in making this Memorial possible. He concluded, “Although I am sure Gladys will
never be forgotten, we at least have a permanent memorial that many people wanted”.
During the years of the ‘Troubles’ when Gladys carried out her work for peace throughout Northern Ireland some
3,531 people were killed and thousands injured including soldiers, police and civilians. Gladys died on the 26th.
April 1993 aged 80 and her funeral service was held at Finaghy Baptist Church, Belfast where she was a faithful
attender throughout the years of ‘The Troubles’. She had many friends there who assisted in facilitating her many
and varying requests.
An abiding memory, of her funeral service is best told by Hazel Knox MBE (Chairperson Sandes Soldiers’ and
Airmen’s Centres).
“Gladys had made it clear that she did not want any military recognition at her funeral, so anyone from that
world attended in plain clothes. However, just as the service was about to begin, two tall handsome army
officers in full uniform walked in, disobeying her only at death. At the point of the cortege departing from the
church two army land rovers (apparently by chance) appeared. One drove ahead of the hearse and the other
behind, giving her an army escort to her last resting place in defiance of her expressed instructions, something
they would not have dared to do during her life”.

Footnote: A collection of the life and times of Miss
Gladys Blackburne i.e. personal diaries,
stories, video clip, letters, photos, tributes
by Army and Police personnel, prisoners
and many civilians have been preserved.
Retired RUC Detective Ben Forde who was a close friend of Gladys for many years has deposited these with the
N.I. Public Records Office.
After Gladys died Ben, was entrusted with many of her personal papers for safekeeping. Further information can
be obtained by contacting Ben by email at ben.forde@btinternet.com
Ben Forde
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The RAMC Benevolence' Committee is a sub
Committee of The RAMC Charity·which is a
Company and a Registered Chari!y. The Charity
derives its finance from the D.ays Pay Giving. Scheme
and by donation.
.."
,.";"
Benevolence is allocated art ilr[riual sum, of. money
by the Charity and it is used to deliver benevolence
to those in need serving and retired,' and in
many cases their dependants also. The following
information seeks to provide guidance for individuals
and for all those who are approached by those in
need of benevolence.

Eligibility
If you have served for 7 days in
the RAMC (Soldiers must have
completed Phase 1 Training) you
are eligible to apply. Benevolence
may also be considered for those
who are financially dependant
upon you. You are eligible if you are
an Officer or Soldier, Serving or Retired,
Regular and Reserve.

How do I apply?
All cases must come to RAMC Benevolence
via the local SSAFA Caseworker, this applies to
serving and retired personnel. Officers should
approach the Officers Association in the first
instance and they will be advised individually.
Benevolence committees are unable to consider
any direct requests from individuals, welfare
officers etc. If a serving individual has a temporary
cash flow problem
encounters a difficulty his
Unit Chain of Commari~. should assist Fisthis
is not a benevolence matter, Long temi' cases
in need are more,compfex" and ~ay.re,qllire .'
intervention and referrar.tqqther, orga8isations.·,
There are.SSAFA Caseworl\ers i)\.ev~r.Ypart
of the country and a contact number sliould
be held in the Unit or HQ. They can also be
, found in many civilian oiganisations
number is'listed at'the end of this leaflet.
A SSAFA Caseworker will be allocated and
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will visit you at your convenience to discuss your case.
They will need to take some detailed information from
you in order to assess how you can best be helped.
This will include financial information, housing and
family circumstances which they will enter onto a Form
A (this document is key and without it we are unable to
proceed). It is most important that you provide as much
detail as possible however difficult, as the end result is
to provide you with as much assistance as possible in
order for you to continue looking after yourself and your
family independently. This information is confidential (it
will not be shared with your Chain of Command under
any circumstances)and when completed it is passed
to the organisation that will deal with it, this could be
the Royal British Legion (TRBL) the Army Benevolent
Fund (ABF) or the Corps Charity Ie RAMC ..
Benevolence.
On receipt a case file Is set up and a
case report completed by the Benevolence
Manager. This can be done within 24 hours
provided all the information Is provided which
is why the detail given to the Caseworker
is vital. The case is then placed before the
committee, a mix of serving and retired officers
and soldiers, and the committee meet every
month. A decision is made that day and if
benevolence is agreed a cheque will be
in the post to the Caseworker within
the week. This can only be used "
for the specific purpose of the
.
request and will not be made
payable to an individual. It.
may also mean that the case is
passed to other organisations
that will help also.
If mobility equipment is required
then it will be necessary in all cases to have a full
Occupational Therapy assessment and supporting
report. This is to ensure that the correct piece of
equipment designed to meet your specific needs is
purchased.
The committee has a guide criterion which is flexible
but as it is a charity it does not include the repayment
of any sort of debt nor can it provide loans.
In FlY 2014/2015 the RAMC gave benevolence to 280
cases which was a total of £150,000.
,
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Case examples
Case One
A wife of a senior serving soldier with 20
years service found herself in difficulty when
her marriage ended and effectively made
homeless. In order to assist her get back on
her feet in civilian life the RAMC paid for her
removal costs to a property she had managed
to rent. We also assisted with the provision of
a washing machine and cooker. The lady was
able to secure employment and is now more
settled.
Case Two
A Serving Senior NCO
whose wife suffers from a
debilitating condition which
has affected her sleeping was
recommended a specialist
bed, not available through the
NHS. The bed was purchased for her and her
condition has been eased considerably.
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Case Three
A former National Serviceman diagnos~d with
a severe respiratory cond~ion an.d cardla~
problems was provided wlt.h a RI~er Re~lIner
Chair in order to improve his quality of life.
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Useful Contacts:
For Welfare Officers and Chain of Command who
require more detailed information:
Mrs Emma Tatman Benevolence
Tel: 0127641 2791
SSAFA Central Contact:
Tel: 02074038783
Email: info@ssafa.org.uk

TRBL Central Contact:
Tel: 0808 802 8080 8am - 8pm
Officers Association:
Tel: 020 78084160

Manager

